Regional integries in the crisis of globalism

Abstract. The article deals with geopolitical and geoeconomic features of the crisis of the economic element of globalism, formed at the modern stage of globalisation. This system of globalism was paradoxically focused on anti-systemic approaches to solve the conflicts and contradictions, because indeed it is dominated by the procedures of exclusion not integration. The procedure of exclusion and restrictive standards destroyed the liberal democratic foundations of the global governance. Deep conflict inside the globalism system, as an origin of strategic instability, produces de-globalisation. The crisis of globalism can create the situation similar not only to the beginning of the 20th century, but to the end of the 15th century, when modern Euro-centric world system was born. Also the article analyses competition between transoceanic (‘America - Atlantic - Europe, Asia - Pacific ocean - America’) and transcontinental (‘Pacific ocean - America - Atlantic ocean’, ‘Atlantic ocean - Eurasia - Pacific ocean’) integration projects, and the possibility of forming a new regional integries in this context.
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The crisis of globalisation attracts increasing attention among scholars since the end of the 20th century, resulting in the emergence of the new term - de-globalisation. Most important studies of the issue include those by J. Galbraith (1999), O. H. Belorus (2003), W. Bello (2002), I. Wallerstein (2003), A. S. Panarin (1999-2003), N. Ferguson (2005), M. A. Shepelev (2001), and more recent works by P. Barbieri (2016), P. van Bergeijk (2011), L. Klepatsky (2015), J. Sapir (2011), M. Troyjo (2016). However, even half a century earlier many of geopolitical aspects of the future crisis of globalisation were foreseeing and described by one of the major European thinkers Carl Schmitt in his work ‘Nomos of the Earth’ (1950). As soon as this problem became evident, especially since the last year, it turned into subject of many scientific and journalistic articles. In fact, while in the nineties of the 20th century globalisation became the mainstream of scientific discourse, now we have every evidence to believe that soon themes of the crisis of globalisation and coming of de-globalisation will occupy this position.

1. Problem statement

Brexit, US 2016 presidential election, and first decisions D. Trump as U.S. President became contagious symptoms of the crisis of globalisation, which were found in late 20th - beginning of 21st century. New global geopolitical situation puts on the agenda future of the recent integration process.

2. Review of studies and publications

The crisis of globalisation attracts increasing attention among scholars since the end of the 20th century, resulting in the emergence of the new term - de-globalisation. Most important studies of the issue include those by J. Galbraith (1999), O. H. Belorus (2003), W. Bello (2002), I. Wallerstein (2003), A. S. Panarin (1999-2003), N. Ferguson (2005), M. A. Shepelev (2001), and more recent works by P. Barbieri (2016), P. van Bergeijk (2011), L. Klepatsky (2015), J. Sapir (2011), M. Troyjo (2016). However, even half a century earlier many of geopolitical aspects of the future crisis of globalisation were foreseeing and described by one of the major European thinkers Carl Schmitt in his work ‘Nomos of the Earth’ (1950). As soon as this problem became evident, especially since the last year, it turned into subject of many scientific and journalistic articles. In fact, while in the nineties of the 20th century globalisation became the mainstream of scientific discourse, now we have every evidence to believe that soon themes of the crisis of globalisation and coming of de-globalisation will occupy this position.

3. The purpose of this article is to examine the conditions and possible guidelines for the development of integration processes under the crisis of the globalism system.

4. The main results of the research

Firstly, globalisation means sledding through the constant conflicts and contradictions with reshuffling of social balance by specifically organised, ordered interaction, based on common regulatory norms and values. Thus, it is the impulsive force of the order, the organisation of human relations on a global scale. This global cooperation is primarily economic based, embodied at the present stage in the economic system of globalism. The contemporary global economic and political development is characterized by the fact that in the process of globalisation, and on the basis of post-industrial technological revolution in 1960-90-ies, new form of economic and
social system emerged based on the so-called «global triad»:
«Global state» - «Global corporation» - «Global international» characterised with deep tension between the post-industrial society as the only pole of economic power; increasing dependence of the global economic situation on the situation in the countries-leaders of globalisation; dominance of global states and global corporations as the key elements of the system of globalisation, forming various economic-technological systems and megaprojects; economic (separation of production profit from the production of real wealth), and social (consumptive competition) basis, producing highly atomised, socially polarized society, a kind of anti-social jungle - the realm of «one-dimensional man» (Homo oeconomicus).

Globalisation, as O. H. Belorus defined it, is «a transitional stage of the development of global civilisation» [2, p. 38]. Therefore, the dominance of the economic system of globalisation can be seen as a kind of global frontier situation, or bifurcation point, which defines its strategic instability and high insecurity. In the current situation it produces «the intellectual crisis of globalisation», as A. Monk pointed out [3].

The strategy of globalisation in the economic system under globalisation is defined by two opposing trends: decreasing diversity and growth differences in the levels of income and quality of life in individual countries and nations, as well as globally, currently is higher than it was in the fifteenth century» [4, p. 16]. The logic of global market competition produces higher socio-economic polarization on the global scale, which increases the conflict potential, and undermines the existing world order. According to Oxfam, in 2009, 1% of the population, i.e. 70 million richest people, owned 44% of combined wealth, and in 2014 - already 48% (average $2.7 million per person). Almost 1/2 (46%) of the remaining 52% of global wealth is concentrated in the hands of 1/5 of the population. «By 2016 the combined wealth of the 1% richest people in the world for the first time may exceed the total of the rest 99% of inhabitants of the planet. Now only 80 of the richest people (0.00001% of the population) have as much as the poorest 3.5 billion people (50% of the population)» [5]. And in 2015 the gap between the largest and smallest countries by GDP (PPP) - China and Guinea-Bissau in sub-Saharan Africa and the world's open markets made up 7285 times [6]. «It turned out that fatal contradictions spilled out of state borders, and affected at the global scale, changing from inter-classes to cross-country, or rather into the conflict between two worlds: rich countries and poor countries», Y. N. Pakhomov point out [7, p. 12].

This polarization is evident in trend-circuit economy of post-industrial centre. Mutual direct investment constitutes up to 74.5% of all accumulated foreign direct investment to the EU economy. Mutual export and mutual import of the EU countries, estimated in USD 6,929.48 billion, makes out 60.8%, and the trade turnover between the countries in NAFTA, which is estimated in USD 2,216.3 billion, makes out 44%. «Global is the capital characteristic of the post-industrial society, and it is even intensified within differentiation, regionalization, and social terrorism of global states and global corporations» [2]. It has technological (latest information and telecommunication technologies), economic (separation of production profit from the production of real wealth), and social (consumptive competition) basis, producing highly atomised, socially polarized society, a kind of anti-social jungle - the realm of «one-dimensional man» (Homo oeconomicus).

Globalisation, as O. H. Belorus defined it, is «a transitional stage of the development of global civilisation» [2, p. 38]. Therefore, the dominance of the economic system of globalisation can be seen as a kind of global frontier situation, or bifurcation point, which defines its strategic instability and high insecurity. In the current situation it produces «the intellectual crisis of globalisation», as A. Monk pointed out [3].

The crisis of globalisation inevitably causes the crisis of the political system of mondialism, which emerges as a product of the development of the economic globalism. The main problem of the mondialism system is its inability to cope with the growing globally social opposition to globalisation - both inside nation-states, and between post-industrial world and the rest of the world. Global social policy is still a subject of political debate, as global system still lacks mechanisms of global partnership, and also no effective international institutions. There is no effective balance between the poles of the globalised world. System of mondialism was considered «the absence or ineffectiveness of global institutions and anaemia, superseded expectations for a «new world order», leading to the anxiety and confusion, surge of irrationality, and cultural pessimism. He defines the emergence of new type of totalitarian ideology as «global free modes». «Relying on the dogma of globalism, they do not allow any other policy, ignoring the social rights of citizens for the reason of competitiveness. An increasing ability of global capitalism to produce social inequalities contributed to the mass indignation and riots» [9, p. 45-47].

Conflict within the system of globalisation produces de-globalisation. Contributing to the instability and inefficiency of the global institutions, deep tension between global and national levels of the world system causes the crisis, emerging at the centre of the system - in the United States. O. G. Belarus in 2003 wrote about the growing crisis of globalism, as he considered «the absence or ineffectiveness of global institutions of governance (global crisis)», the opacity of the process of global decision-making and their detachment from real people's interests as one of the indicators [2, p. 219]. According to him, «the crisis and conflict of social globalism is based upon the anonymous protest against global governance of the world» [2, p. 220]. Thus, the crisis of globalism is primarily the crisis of governance.

Crisis means the inability of the system to function (i.e., to respond adequately to internal and external challenges in the form of demands and support), and to develop (i.e. to be directed properly to the orderly change, leading to qualitative systemic shift) as a result of important infractions of internal regulations and relations with the environment. Manifestation of the crisis is the internal strain of the system, resulting in the inability of the controls to make appropriate decisions and ensure their implementation.

The crisis of globalisation inevitably causes the crisis of the political system of mondialism, which emerges as a product of the development of the economic globalism. The main problem of the mondialism system is its inability to cope with the growing globally social opposition to globalisation - both inside nation-states, and between post-industrial world and the rest of the world. Global social policy is still a subject of political debate, as global system still lacks mechanisms of global partnership, and also no effective international institutions. There is no effective balance between the poles of the globalised world. System of mondialism was paradoxically using anti-systemic approaches to solve conflicts, as it is not dominated by integration as by exclusion, pushing outside «rogue states», making them to act in an anti-systemic way. It worth to note that under de-globalisation «losers», mainly - most poor countries, tend to fall out again like they did under globalisation [10]. The procedure of exclusion and restrictive standards destroy the liberal democratic foundations of the political system of the mondialism. Its ideological justification was definitely linked to the ideals of equality of the Nations, and their right to collectively build their future, according to the UN principles. It was the only value-based approach possible to erect universal system, water global condemnation, yet ever
implemented in reality. But currently global governance is split between the formal equality of people and nations, and the economic foundation of the so-called «globalisation.» The concepts of «democracy», «human rights», etc. widely used by the agents of globalisation, are applied to establish global hegemony at neototalitarian basis. K. Schmitt warned about this threat of «universalist, covering the whole world general concepts, that are the typical instruments of interventionism in international law» [11, p. 509]. This universalism covers up the scraping of global modernization, depriv- ing mondialism of the option to run global governance on democracy basis. As a general outcome, integrative capabilities of the system are eroding.

As a result, the crisis of democracy emerges at every level of governance, reflected in double standards and attempts to implement various forms of «managed democracy» (as opposite to sovereign democracy). It identifies the crisis of the whole political system of mondialism. This crisis develops from centre to periphery, from the global institutions down to the level of nation-states. Everywhere democratic rhetoric conceal anti-democratic, plutocratic content of the political process (when the minority consisting of rascals, controls the majority composed from idiots).

It is obvious that political system of mondialism has features of antinomistic system, which purpose is to maintain non-equilibrium state between global centre and global pe- riphery, which in fact acquires a qualitative signs of confronta- tion, which leads to the first and «barbarisation» related with the global technosphere, currently at post-industrial stage of development, and the second - with «backward», tra- ditional civilization. This system preserves the new «global es- tates» as the basis of metaregional stratification of the glo- bal society.

Both developed, developing, and transitional societies, in- volved into the processes of globalisation of administration, are undergoing significant changes in political systems pro- duced by the conflict between advocates of greater preser- vation of national identity, and advocates of integration and universalisation.

In 1990 E. Toffler predicted the split of voters into four different groups: «globalists», «nationalists», «regionals», and «local patriots», each fiercely defending their interests and views, and look for allies [12, p. 294]. Political spectrum, indeed, is shifting towards this direction, further reflecting growing contradiction between desire to integrate into inter- national structures, and desire to preserve national identity. Each society is living under deepening split between advo- cates of universalism and «nationalists» related with the establish- ment of regional integration associations and «barbarisation» related with the global technosphere, currently at post-industrial stage of development, and the second - with «backward», tra- ditional civilization. This system preserves the new «global es- tates» as the basis of metaregional stratification of the glo- bal society.

The growing protest movement against globalism and mondialism (including the euro-scepticism) is directly related to the crisis of the global and American economies. At the be- ginning of the millennia I. Wallerstein wrote: «the world capital- ist economy has now entered the final crisis - a crisis that may last for 50 years» [13, p. 25]. In support of this claim we may notice an increase in financial earthquakes starting from the global debt crisis of 1982-1983, growing to the cur- rent permanent crisis from the year 2000 until now. Separate events here are concealing successive waves of the profound crisis of the whole system of global capitalism.

It is obvious that globalisation is not an irre- versible process. It can be reversed, according to M. Simai, «because of the serious economic or political distractions, crises and conflicts, which can lead to the disintegration of the world economy, or the collapse of the existing institu- tional structures.» In proof of this thesis he cites the dynamics of economic internationalization, expressed in the difference between the rate of internationalization and regionalization. Their values were: 1.1% (1870-1900), 1.8% (1900-1913), 3.8% (1914-1929), 7.8% (1930-1960), 11% (1961-1980), 14% (1981-1990), 16% (1991-2000), 19% (2001-2010), 22% (2011-2020).

Although the wave of globalisation is ongoing, it is evident to certain extent reminiscent to the situation of the early twentieth century, fundamen- tal differences exist: the crisis of internationalization of the early twentieth century was not accompanied by the crisis of the national state, on the contrary, led to the rise of nationa- lism and statism; that crisis unfolded while only weak, purely political «awakening of Asia» occurred, whereas now we are dealing with powerful impulses of orientalisation, which create a global alternative to Western, U.S.-centric model of globali- sation.

Therefore, the ongoing crisis of globalisation may lead us not so into the beginning of the twentieth century, but rather to the end of the 15th century, when the modern world sys- tem was born. It seems that every condition for another geo- political revolution are set, ready to move to new, «post-mo- dern» world system. It is possible that new system will be built on the principles of «new regionalism», the «autarky of large spaces», and will be based on the interaction of civilizations. If geopolitical revolution of the late 15th - mid 17th centuries took the form of colonial expansion, the main mechanism of the second geopolitical revolution can become a geoeco- nomic war between the «large spaces».

It is logical that after the wave of globalisation we are going to encounter new wave of autarkisation of economy with the establishment of regional integration associations and national state, which will be characterized by the col- lapse of the world financial system, of world trade and in- vestment, with return to protectionist policies, resembling the situation of the 1920-30-ies. By the way, in 2001, the author of this article spoke about the impending crisis of globalisation, and noted that after the era of globalisation a new era of closed regionalism will come. If open regionalism of 1980-90-ies was an important mechanism of globalisa- tion, the future closed regionalism will move in opposite di- rection [15]. Today, a symbolic statement of these changes was made in the decree by the new President of the USA D. Trump on the U.S. withdrawal from the agreement on the Trans-Pacific partnership. This project was real epitome of open regionalism and globalisation.

Globalisation rose to its prominence as a fruit of Modern- ity, thus the end of this historical stage precludes the crisis of globalisation. Typically for the modern world system, eve- ry next wave of global expansion generates strong mondiali- sation emphasis linked to the attempts to create a global po- litical «settings» on the globalised capitalist economy. This situation was already obvious at the turn of the twentieth century and of the twenty-first century. On the contrary, the trend of rising isolationism exacerbate the military-political rivalry among major regional states for global leadership. Since the development of the modern world system is determined by the planetary dualism, an escalation usually emerges as a clash of the leaders in bipolar world, with one representing continental, and the other - maritime worlds.

New regionalism precludes discarding of mondialist pros- pects of human development. It involves the formation of a comprehensive reproductive units of the world economy. In reality they correspond to the formations, when the continents connect the oceans, such as «Pacific - America - Atlantic», «Atlantic - Eurasia - Pacific» [16, p. 14-15]. This model was the foundation of 1823 Monroe doctrine, which, according to K. Schmitt, «is in the modern history of international law the first and still the most successful example of an international legal principle of the large space» [11, p. 494]. The formation of such basic units can be traced in the integration practice of co-operation ASEOAN, NAFTA, Mercosur, as well as in the projects from «greater Europe from the Atlant- ic to the Pacific», to Chinese initiative «One Belt, one Road» to the Eurasian Economic Union. In fact, should economic inte- gration of the European, Eurasian, and East Asian spaces suc- ceed, it will produce an immense transcontinental unit, nega- ting five centuries long dominance of maritime powers.

Possibility to the role of the oceans in the integration and inte- grative function by the oceans, like the relationship «America -
Atlantic - Europe-, institutionalised in military-political block of NATO, and its economic pillar – EU (same duality was simultaneity established in CMEA as economic pillar of the Warsaw Treaty Organisation). The same transoceanic model is behind APEC project, Trans-Pacific, and Transatlantic partnerships, both currently under heavy political debate. In fact, we see the failure of the last projects promoted by Obama administration, as well as Trump’s claims about the efficiency of NATO, are associated with the rise of the new regionalism.

A. Monk, proclaiming «triumph of the nationalist nihilism over cosmopolitan romanticism» [3], is drawing the line between Trump’s success and demand for the ideal American of the future in line with Samuel Huntington theory - the ideal of WASP nationalism, based on the protection and strengthening of the qualities that defined America since its inception. But in a broader sense, the global world according to Huntington is a world divided along cultural lines into spheres of influence and responsibility between the core states of the regional civilizations. This is the civilisation dimension of the «new regionalism», global version of the traditional «European community».

What is the difference between regional integries and modern integration associations? First of all, the former are based on the idea of «international legal inadmissibility of intervention by foreign forces into large space, with its own established order». They are in contrast with the model of open regions or «New Silk Road» is entirely compatible with the system of globalisation and is its major component. Therefore, the strategic advantage of regional integries comparing to the existing integration projects is that they are able to protect the sovereignty of their members. Some current integration projects have a potential to transform into regional integries; ASEAN in South-East Asia, SCO and Eurasian Economic Union in Eurasia, NAFTA in North America, MERCOSUR and CELAC in Latin America, and African Union in Africa. But, despite the high levels of economic integration, such prospects look dubious for the EU, as it is facing the choice between its commitment to transatlantic solidarity with the United States and inclination to join large space from the Atlantic to the Pacific, where «Economic space of the New Silk Road» will play central role.

In fact, Europe may once again turn into a small peninsula in the Far West of the Old World, as it was prior to the 16th century - another clear indication of the end of Modernity.

Global powers will emerge as a nucleus of the successful integries under transoceanic and transcontinental models. Those powers represent self-sufficient units with global sovereignty and global aspirations for expansion. High degree of their self-sufficiency is backing their quest for global leadership and global hegemony, as well as making global development more steady. U.S. globalist elites are interested to implement transoceanic model «America - Atlantic - Europe» as a tool to protect the status of the U.S. as global power. Transcontinental model «Atlantic - Eurasia - Pacific» is leaning towards a new public space of the Euro-Asia, replicating the European concert at the global scale, according to polycentric model of interacting civilizations, with «core states» of regional civilizations playing roles similar to the old European great powers. Despite contradictions between them, we are conscious of their special responsibility to maintain sustainable global development. The success of this model depends primarily on the ability to develop a mutually acceptable model for the balanced development of Russia, China, India, Iran, and Turkey - the leaders of major traditional civilizations. Of course, the US and the West in general will make every effort to prevent this.

5. Conclusions

The system of globalism, which is a product of the latest stage of globalisation, entered deep crisis, which probably equals the crisis of the whole modern world system. With may expect the world to enter similar geopolitical revolution as the one in the late 15th - mid 17th centuries, when the modern world system emerged. New geopolitical revolution will end current historical stage, and will open a new era. Complex set of trends and conflicts will define the contours of the future, with important role played by the rivalry between transoceanic and transcontinental integration models. geoeconomic Transoceanic integration projects are to consolidate the rule of the Nomos of the Sea, while the transcontinental projects signify the revenge of the Nomos of the land Earth - Ukraine is in the center of such collision. While assessing geopolitical place and role of Ukraine in the world, former chairman of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, academician V. M. Lytvyn in 2003 put a reasonable question: «is the choice between Europe and Eurasia is even relevant under such conditions? Moreover, does it really exist?» Then he came to the conclusion that for Ukraine such need do not exist. Moreover, he drew attention to the fact that «reckless, unconditional and irrevocable accession to the opponent’s side would hardly contribute to the process of formation of optimal elements of European international politics, the balancing of the political situation in Europe and the world» [17]. These thoughts reflected then widespread belief that the idea of greater Europe from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean should be the basis of Ukrainian foreign policy, opted to solve the key external and internal political issues of the country, and that it is the only way out of the geopolitical situation, that Ukraine found itself in. However, political trends that emerged already in 2004 overturned the implementation of this project and destroyed the opportunities to be as an active subject of global geopolitics and to contribute to more secure, balanced and fair European and World order. It is much harder now to use an advantage of Ukraine being at the crossroads of Europe and Eurasia, yet such possibility is still not lost completely.
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